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If you like mellow guitar easy listening bluesy jazzy music this ones for you 15 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin

Pop, EASY LISTENING: Instrumental Pop Details: Bubbling with energy like a pot coming to boil this

collection of original music by guitar virtuoso Tracy G is a must get. Tracy G who has made his bones and

paid the bills with his hard riffing electric guitar playing with Ronnie James Dio among others and has put

together this 15 tune expression of his Latin roots. Thirteen songs were written by Tracy G with the other

2 a collaboration with Gratz Arias. This project has mixture of different influences that comprise Tracy Gs

energy. Track 1 Latin Heart (Corazon Latino) has a Jazzy acoustic feel combined with traditional Spanish

guitar sounding phrases that start you off and lead you through a road of transcendent melodies. By the

time youre at track 5 you are in your own world invoked by the quiet passion in these songs. The sixth

tune Baila Para Mi Tracy G has friends and family playing backup. This song is a little more orchestrated

and has some piano lines delivered by player Mike Lotz that are reminiscent of a high energy Bob James

track a great mix . All the songs are laid back for the most part not in your face like a lot of Tracy Gs other

work but there is that bubbling energy that catches your imagination and whisks you off to other times or

places. Track 12 is the only tune with all electric guitar. Titled EL Chapulin named thus because it

reminds Tracy Gs mother of a funky lil grasshopper hopping around, this tune has a funky edge to it

complete with a little wha-wha pedal. The last track is a dialogue between 2 guitars that carries an

underlying upbeat melancholy a forgotten friend or lover may be brought to mind, it is easy to daydream

to. After listening to this CD I felt like unpacking my suitcase! You can purchase this CD in your local

music outlet or to find out more go to tracyg.com. People who are interested in Gipsy Kings Santana

should consider this download.
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